The impurity-band density of states p, (E) for electrons in the field of dense, random attractive impurities is calculated in the tail region using an analytic expression derived previously by one of us (V.S.). The analytic expression contains a single free parameter that fixes the curvature of the trial harmonic well which models the 
L INTRODUCTION

A. The model
The impurity-band density of states p(E) available to electrons in a solid containing a high concentration of randomly distributed, attractive impurity centers remains a problem of continuing importance in semiconductor technology. ' . Models of this system usually begin with electrons in a pure solid having a conduction band of energy lying above and separated from a valence band by an energy gap. The attractive centers introduce impurity states of energy E lying in the gap just below the bottom of the conduction band. At high concentration (many centers lying within the wave function of a single electron which can extend over several hundred angstroms) the impurity states themselves form a band. This band joins onto the conduction band and has a low -energy, exponential tail reaching deep into the band gap.
The most complete calculation of p(E) in the lowenergy, deep-tail region of the impurity band re- 
The expression (7), plus one of the three equations (ll), (12) 
E, and W are given by {3)and (4), respectively. In I the full action S in (I' t) is approximated by a nonlocal harmonic model or "trial" action"
for which the diagona. l part of G in (16) 
where for a Gaussian random potential the action
II. THE DENSITY OF STATES
The density of states per unit volume
can be expressed in terms of the propagator for a single electron moving in the field of & impurities as 
which is the result derived by Kane. ' In the limit E -E,~-~t his becomes
In the limit of large b(v, z)/g' the asymptotic expression for the parabolic cylinder function is
In terms of the reduced energy v= (E, -E}/Eo, trolls is
On substituting(V') for p (v', z) in (29) (24) is independent of the variational parameter. This is because at t-0 only the free particle C, survives in (21) On differentiating the logarithm of (9) and~sing the recursion relation for parabolic cylinder func- E . (11), (2) Fig. 11 . This figure shows that the point at which p, (v) crosses p" '(v) is, interestingly enough, almost identical to the limit of validity b(v, z)/2('=5 for p, (v) selected by Halperin and Lax. Finally, in Fig. 12 j(x, y) "'=(v
